
DUALFRAME
ADDING SECURITY
AND BEAUTY TO
YOUR HOME
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DUALFRAME 
WINDOWS

We offer architects, specifiers, fabricators, 
contractors and homeowners a wide range of 
innovative aluminium systems for doors and 
windows as well as specialised architectural 
items.

TECHNAL is part of Hydro, an international 
company specialising in aluminium. With 33,000 
employees in 40 countries it is the world’s 
largest manufacturer of aluminium profiles. In 
particular we focus on the development of creative 
aluminium solutions that offer customers added 
value.

Architect: Mr Jada Jada
Photographer: Ansel Adams
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STRONG, SAFE, SUSTAINABLE 
AND BEAUTIFUL

DUALFRAME WINDOWS AND DOORS ARE 
INHERENTLY STRONG, SECURE AND LONG 
LASTING AND ARE MADE FROM SUSTAINABLE 
MATERIALS… 

AND THEY ARE BEAUTIFUL. 

Making the right choice of windows and doors 
for your home need not be a worrying time. The 
benefits of choosing strong, safe aluminium mean 
that your windows and doors will provide the best 
value in terms of durability, maintenance and 
security.

Among the benefits of choosing our windows 
and doors is that you will be dealing with a world 
leader in innovation in aluminium windows and 
doors. Ours is a proven and trusted product that 
has provided the windows and doors for many 
thousands of homes in the UK. 

With so many choices of window format, interior 
and exterior colours and glass type, Dualframe 
provides the right combination to suit the 
appearance of your house so as to make it a more 
beautiful and safer home.
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BEAUTY, SECURITY
AND STYLE

Dualframe windows and doors combine beauty 
and slim sightlines with low maintenance to 
provide the secure solution for houses of all ages 
and styles.

Whatever the style of your home, Dualframe’s 
wide choice of window and door configurations, 
sizes and colours as well as a choice of matching 
and contrasting hardware, offers you a fantastic 
choice of windows and doors. And you can rest 
assured that it will last and stay looking good 
whilst remaining safe and secure.

The overall appearance of your home plays a 
large part in how much you enjoy it. Choosing the 
right windows and doors makes a great difference 
to the aesthetics of where you live and could 
improve your quality of life as well as increasing 
the value of your home. That’s why it makes sense 
to choose Dualframe, not only will your windows 
and doors be the most secure and the most 
environmentally sustainable but they will enhance 
your life and your home.
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Architect: Xxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

WE WANT A NICE AIRY FEEL BUT ARE 
WORRIED THAT SOME REPLACEMENT 
WINDOWS HAVE THICK FRAMES, ESPECIALLY 
IN THE BAYS.

Because aluminium is so strong Dualframe 
windows and doors have slim frames, much 
slimmer than timber or plastic. This is equally 
important whether the windows are large or 
small. As well as looking unsightly, thick frames 
can block out an appreciable amount of light, 
particularly in bay windows. Aluminium frames 
also mean that you can also have larger windows 
as aluminium is that much stronger than other 
window materials.

DO WE HAVE TO HAVE SPECIAL GLASS IN 
DUALFRAME WINDOWS?  
WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A LEADED LIGHT 
LOOK.

There are no special requirements so you can 
have almost any glass that you wish. Dualframe 
windows are usually glazed with standard 24mm 
double glazed units but you can choose the 
style and performance you want including triple 
glazing, leaded lights and stained and figured 
glass with or without glazing bars.

CAN I HAVE MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF 
WINDOW? 

We designed Dualframe as a complete range of 
windows, some of which are available with the 
popular ‘softline’ ovolo frame feature. 
Our range includes traditional hinged casements, 
vertical sliders that work like sash windows, tilt-
turn and reversible windows as well as a choice of 
entrance and patio doors.
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OUR HOUSE IS UNIQUE, CAN WE INSTALL 
DUALFRAME WINDOWS AND DOORS THAT 
WILL MATCH ITS STYLE?

Dualframe has been designed to be suitable for 
both traditional and contemporary properties, so 
much so that it has been successfully installed 
in listed buildings. You can choose the profiles 
for the outer frame as well as the window bars, 
leaded light effects, stained glass units and other 
features that best enhance your home. You can 
even mount Dualframe into timber subframes 
if desired, giving you the benefits of aluminium 
windows and doors in older traditional buildings.

I WAS TOLD THAT YOU CAN ONLY HAVE 
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS AND DOORS WITH A 
PLAIN METAL FINISH?

Not true, Dualframe windows and doors can be 
supplied in  almost any colour, including coloured 
metallic finishes. Dualframe windows can be 
polyester powder coated to BS EN 12206-1:2004  
which results in a finish like that on a car but 
tougher. Our range consists of over 400 colours 
and remember that you can have a different finish 
on the inside to the outside, that’s why we called it 
Dualframe!
Because of the quality of the finish applied to 
Dualframe your windows and doors will not 
attract dirt electrostatically the way plastics such 
as PVC-U do. This means that whatever colour 
you choose for your windows they will stay looking 
good for many years.

DOES THE SIZE OF THE WINDOW MATTER?

Dualframe windows are supplied in almost any 
size. Whether you want to have smaller frames 
for a traditional farmhouse style property or very 
large expanses of glass for a modern house, 
Dualframe can provide the answer. 
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BEAUTIFUL, SUSTAINABLE
AND LOW MAINTENANCE

Dualframe’s combination of beauty and strength 
create a unique solution for your windows and 
doors. 

Aluminium’s physical properties, such as low 
thermal expansion and contraction and inherent 
strength, result in window and door frames that 
are extremely stable. This means that the frames 
and casements of Dualframe doors and windows 
fit precisely together and will continue to be 
close fitting throughout their lives. This stability 
and rigidity means that Dualframe provides 
exceptional water-tightness and wind resistance 
so that heat losses are reduced. Combined with 
our dual polyamide thermal break technology this 
gives compliance with Building Regulations Part 
L using standard glazing units and can result in 
reduced fuel costs.

And Dualframe requires much less maintenance 
than timber or plastic PVC-U windows and doors, 
the finish is like that on a car but tougher – it is 
weatherproof, durable and easy to wipe clean.
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HOW MUCH CHOICE OF COLOUR DO WE HAVE?

Hundreds. There are over 400 colours that you can 
choose from. You can even combine two colours, 
choosing one for the exterior and another for the 
interior. For example black or dark brown exterior 
frames work well with Tudor style properties 
and a contrasting colour finish is excellent for 
rendered buildings. And you can have a choice of 
colour for the interior.
The polymer finishes used for Dualframe are 
architectural quality. They will not degrade or rub 
off in normal use for at least 25 years. That means 
that they won’t look tatty after a few years and you 
do not need a regular repainting programme. 

ALUMINIUM IS A CONDUCTOR OF HEAT, 
DOES THIS MEAN THAT WE WILL LOSE HEAT 
THROUGH OUR WINDOWS?

Dualframe incorporates a special layer, called a 
thermal break, which prevents heat loss. In fact 
Dualframe windows have been independently 
tested and proven to exceed the requirements of 
the latest Building Regulations using standard 
glazing units. In very cold climates you can 
achieve even greater insulation using optional 
high performance glass.

ARE ALUMINIUM WINDOWS AND DOORS 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE?

Aluminium is the most abundant metal and 
the third most abundant element on the Earth, 
after carbon and silicon. It can be 100% recycled 
indefinitely so we can confidently say that 
aluminium is one of the most sustainable building 
materials available. 

Importantly aluminium windows have a long 
working life, an important element in determining 
how environmentally friendly a material is. You 
should confidently expect Dualframe windows to 
have a very long life. And they will need much less 
maintenance than other windows and doors.
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Architect: Xxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THE INSIDE OF THE 
WINDOWS A LIGHT AND AIRY COLOUR, BUT 
HAVE THE OUTSIDE A DARKER COLOUR.

Dualframe is called Dualframe because you can 
have two different colours for the interior and 
exterior finish. So choosing a cream or white 
interior and a completely different colour for 
the exterior is very, very easy. And with over 400 
colours available you will be able to choose the 
shade that best suits your home and lifestyle.

WE EXPECT OUR NEW WINDOWS TO BE 
WEATHERPROOF, BUT WILL THEY STAY 
WEATHERPOOF?

Every part of the Dualframe range has been 
tested for water-tightness, air permeability and 
wind resistance in accordance with BS 6375 and 
have been shown to exceed the 2400 Special 
Exposure Category. This category is for windows 
and doors that can withstand the higher wind 
speeds and pressures that occur at exposed 
locations. 
Aluminium’s low thermal expansion and inherent 
strength mean that the frames and casements 
of Dualframe doors and windows fit together 
precisely and will stay weatherproof long after 
timber and plastic windows have begun to leak.

HOW MUCH MAINTENANCE WILL OUR 
DUALFRAME WINDOWS AND DOORS NEED?

Very little. Aluminium requires very much less 
looking after than PVC-U or wood. Dualframe 
windows and doors will not warp or twist or swell 
up and will not rot or rust. Unlike plastic doors 
and windows they do not attract dirt and will not 
discolour. Maintenance generally means a simple 
wipe over with a damp cloth.
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SECURITY, 
STRENGTH 
AND SAFETY
Security is what makes a house into a home. 
Whether you are at home or out somewhere, you 
want the reassurance that your home is safe; 
Dualframe windows and doors offer security 
features that give you that reassurance. 

Not only do they deter opportunist thieves but 
their inherent strength and new generation locks 
create secure barriers against more determined 
burglars. Dualframe windows and doors have 
been tested and awarded a BS 4873 and PAS 24 
Kitemark.

Because aluminium is so strong and so rigid it 
is highly resistant to warping and bending, which 
means that security is inherently built into all 
Dualframe windows and doors. And, because 
aluminium does not expand like plastic or wood, 
there will be no gaps that can be used to prise a 
window or door open.

In fact Dualframe doors and windows have 
been designed from the outset with security as 
a prerequisite. Our long experience and design 
expertise mean that security is not just dependent 
on the locks that are fitted but is actually built in 
to the whole system.
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HOW DOES 
DUALFRAME’S 
DOOR SECURITY 
WORK? 
This drawing shows our standard security 
multipoint locking and the optional extras that 
you can specify:

1.  High security shootbolts top and bottom 
can be specified to secure the door in a 
total of six places

2. The three bolts are hook shaped to 
prevent the door being levered away from 
the frame

3. Security key cylinder with anti-drill 
inserts – offered as an optional extra 
safeguard

4. Centre latch

1
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ARE DUALFRAME WINDOWS AND DOORS 
REALLY SECURE? HOW CAN WE BE SURE?

Aluminium is a naturally strong material, as 
strong as some steels yet it neither rusts nor 
weakens with age like PVC-U. We have been 
manufacturing strong, safe aluminium window 
systems for over 30 years and have made sure 
that Dualframe has undergone stringent testing 
by independent bodies. The system has been 
awarded the PAS 24 Kitemark for enhanced 
security performance for domestic casement 
windows. 

For your security casement windows have a 
shootbolt multipoint locking system as standard. 
Details of security standards appear at the back 
of this brochure whilst your supplier can explain 
Dualframe’s security options to you.

OFTEN THE WEAK POINT IN A WINDOW OR 
DOOR IS THE GLASS. HOW DOES DUALFRAME 
MEASURE UP?

We have invested decades of testing  to ensure 
that all aspects of our Dualframe windows and 
doors are secure. A choice of 24mm, 28mm and 
32mm double glazed window units  are supplied 
as standard, with other depths and glass types 
available if required. Glazing units are installed 
using high security beading.

WE WANT TO BE ABLE TO CLOSE ALL 
WINDOWS QUICKLY AND TO BE SURE THEY 
ARE SECURE.

Secure multipoint locking is standard on all 
Dualframe windows. With top and side opening 
windows, turning the handle shoots high strength 
metal bolts in opposite directions to firmly locate 
into diecast keeps in the metal window frame. 
They are then further secured with a central key 
operated handle which adds an extra level of 
security. Whatever security options you choose, 
even standard Dualframe windows meet the 
needs of PAS24.
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THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT DESIGNS OF 
GLASS PANELS  
FOR DUALFRAME ENTRANCE DOORS, DO 
THESE AFFECT SECURITY IN ANY WAY?

No, Dualframe entrance doors can be specified to 
use the most advanced security glass. Combined 
with the design of the door itself and the location 
of security features this not only provides BS4873 
and PAS 24 levels of security but also meets the 
need to reduce heat loss through the door.

HOW RESISTANT TO ATTACK ARE DUALFRAME 
DOORS?

All Dualframe entrance doors have three hook 
locks and a central latch engaging with stainless 
steel keeps and a central deadbolt with a 5-pin 
anti-drill cylinder complying with BS EN 1303.

Double doors have at least three hook locks as 
well as a central dead bolt actuated by a 5-pin  
anti-drill cylinder lock. Further head and floor 
shootbolts can  also be fitted, however as 
standard Monarch Dualframe entrance doors 
meet  BS4873 and PAS 24 which specify the 
requirements for enhanced security performance 
for door assemblies.

HOW DO DUALFRAME WINDOWS AND DOORS 
PERFORM IF THERE IS A FIRE?

Dualframe windows and doors are made from 
aluminium which is a metal and therefore will 
not burn. Timber and PVC-U windows and doors 
can catch fire and give off toxic chemicals as they 
burn. Dualframe is so much safer as aluminium is 
flame resistant, does not burn and will not give off 
any fumes.

DUALFRAME’S 
SECURITY 
FEATURES
1. High security friction hinges can be 

specified which offer smooth, effortless 
opening but when closed have a locked 
arm which locates into the frame.

2. A turn of the handle operates the 
shootbolt locking mechanism and drives 
high strength brass alloy bolts into the 
window frame into die-cast keeps in the 
outer frame.  The locking mechanism 
also offers a lockable ‘night-vent’ 
position.

1

2
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MORE CHOICE 
FOR YOUR HOME
WE HAVE DESIGNED OUR WINDOWS AND 
DOORS SO THAT WE CAN OFFER YOU THE BEST 
CHOICE AND FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR HOME. 

Dualframe windows and doors are fully 
compatible with our Crown Sliding Folding doors 
and Patio doors.

The versatility of the Crown doors will offer you 
the opportunity to make the most of the inside 
and outside. Engineered for strength, stability, 
performance and aesthetics, these wide opening 
doors let you enjoy the best views and, with our 
strong yet slim frame design.
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Head Office
Severn Drive, Tewkesbury

Gloucestershire
GL20 8SF

Northern Office
Cedar Court Office Park, 

Denby Dale Road,  Wakefield
WF4 3FU

London Office
The Building Centre

26 Store Street, London
WC1E 7BT

Tel +44 1684 853500 info.uk@technal.com www.technal.co.uk


